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The book is consistently scholarly and informative, often original, and at times
entertaining. Gloria Clavería Nadal hits the nail on the head as to why the
topic is of interest: “Old words have actually become the most natural way for
modern languages to name these new worlds created on a daily basis” (p.29),
most obviously, but not only, in non-linguistic fields such as science and
medicine. Thus this book will make clear why ‘cultured borrowings’ should
not be dismissed as irrelevant, as they have tended to be in the past.
Roger Wright
Emeritus Professor of Spanish
University of Liverpool

The issue—what traditionally used to be called “learnèd borrowing”—is an
important one also in the light of more recent theoretical contributions that
consider language dynamics not just as a homogeneous process of evolution
but rather as a differentiated composite history of discursive traditions
between “immediacy” and “distance” ... The contact of modern European
languages (mainly Spanish, but also other European languages) with classical
languages via cultural contact and translation is treated in this volume from a
wide range of perspectives: from medieval to contemporary borrowings, from
philological, psycholinguistic to didactic approaches and including not only
purely lexical, but also morphological aspects. The book is particularly of
interest for advanced students and scholars in Romance linguistics.
Dr. Johannes Kabatek
University of Zurich

What is transcendent and makes the present studies a source for further
research, is that, in many cases, by process of metaphorization, the lexical
piece taken from the classical language becomes a term of the common
language, and its oral version. This is the first strength of this publication. The
second is that much of the research presented is part of ongoing research,
developed not individually, but by team members of recognized quality. The
third strength is the origin of the data handled ... Explanations are not
ventured but are given with the support of reliable sources. There is a fourth

strength, and it is the volume and quality of the bibliographies that each
author has provided at the end of their chapter. For the specialized reader,
there is a fifth strength: almost all the authors mention that theirs is an open
investigation, which will be outlined in future works.
Dr. Emma Martinell
Professor Emeritus
University of Barcelona, Spain

The central idea of the contributed volume ... is that the concept of “learnèd
borrowing” ... should be seen as a palpable linguistic consequence of one of
the best-documented cultural contacts ever in the history of Western Europe.
This idea, as a common thread, (re-)appears cunningly through the book,
showing that learned borrowing-regardless of the source and target
languages-has been very productive either in earlier or in the present states of
the studied languages of Western Europe. Thus, each of the 13 chapters
addresses the linguistic as well as the extralinguistic causes and mechanisms
contributing to its output, seen from different linguistic perspectives.
Dr. Andrzej Zieliński
Instytut Filologii Romańskiej
Uniwersytet Jagielloński, Krakow, Poland
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Introduction
The subject of this book is the study of what in English is usually termed
“learnèd” borrowing, that is, direct borrowing by the languages of Western
Europe from the most widely used languages of European antiquity, Latin and
Greek (the latter very often via Latin). This process, which we will refer to
overall as “cultured borrowing” (though individual authors may use different
terminology: see the Index of Topics), may be considered the single most
important cultural contact observable in the history of Western Europe, and,
moreover, so far from being a matter of purely historical interest, is ongoing.
The Romance languages have a particular characteristic in this respect since
they have a history of continuous descent from Latin, with the result that the
same Latin word may have both inherited and cultured developments: for
example, French froid ‘cold’ (popular) and frigide (learnèd), which both derive
from Latin frigidus. Such words of cultured origin are widely shared, and a
notable consequence of their wide adoption is that they have brought about
some convergence among the Romance languages and indeed with other
Western European languages too, especially English: thus to French frigide
there correspond Spanish and Portuguese frígido and Italian frigido, as well as
English frigid. Although originally these words can be seen to have been
introduced by a cultured élite in the process of elaboration of vernaculars
which needed more specialised vocabulary in order to achieve greater
discrimination of meaning, either to label new concepts or for creative literary
effect, many have now migrated into everyday usage. This can be illustrated
by the borrowing from Greek via Latin of the word problem, which as Spanish
problema is today the 145th commonest word in the language (Davies and
Davies 2017).
This has been the theme of one of the six research strands of a major UK
languages research project funded by the Arts and Humanities Research
Council called Language Acts and Worldmaking, directed overall by Professor
Catherine Boyle at King’s College London. The research questions initially
posed by this strand (called Loaded Meanings) were deliberately wide ranging
and to a large extent original. How did cultured borrowings become embedded
in their host language, both socially and linguistically, and how can we detect
and quantify their dissemination through society? To what extent do they
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replace existing words, or, in the event that they represent an “elaboration” of
the host language and a gain in semantic discrimination, how were the
concepts they denote previously expressed, if at all? How do their meanings
change after their first embedding, and how do they become associated with
particular linguistic, social and cultural contexts? How do present-day
language users and planners exploit cultured sources in creating neologisms or
in resurrecting words which have become obsolete?
The project also raises some much wider issues.
The history of the Romance languages has often been construed as the
history of the development of spoken Latin, on which cultured influence is
seen as being a contamination, an interference in the “natural” processes of
linguistic change. For this reason, the ideal subject in the dialect surveys on
which the great linguistic atlases were based was an illiterate sexagenarian
who had never moved far from his or her place of birth. For the same reason,
the initial interest in cultured borrowings was that they provided a rationale for
saving the Neogrammarian hypothesis about the regularity of sound change,
since cultured borrowings could be discounted as being patently exceptional;
the focus was on the date of their first attestation, which is recorded in
etymological dictionaries as the occasion on which they were “added” to the
language. However, the Romance languages which are usually the prime
object of study, and those for which the largest corpus of textual material
exists, are the elaborated and now standardised official languages we know as
French, Spanish, Portuguese, etc. None has escaped the transforming influence
of Latin as they have become vehicles of lawmaking, culture and technical
writing, and such elaboration is a characteristic feature of all such Ausbau
languages, in Kloss’s (1967) useful terminology. As such, the influence of
Latin is an equally “natural” process in the linguistic evolution of the
languages of Western Europe, and cannot be set aside, as neither can the wide
range of written registers and styles which is observable in all these languages.
There is also a question about what has been referred to as the “embedding
problem” (Weinreich, Labov and Herzog 1968) of how innovating features are
diffused and become established in their host language. It has been evident
from our researches that the date of the first attestation of a cultured borrowing
is by no means evidence of its wide adoption within the language, which may
follow only centuries later (if indeed it follows at all). In fact, philological
scrutiny of early examples often reveals that a word was still essentially
foreign, or being used in a technical way (and that in modern orthographic
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practice would be likely to have been written in italics or quotation marks). It
is for this reason that we have started at the end of the story, as it were (though
ongoing tendencies lead us to suppose that it is in fact very far from the end),
and focused on the history of cultured borrowings which can now be
demonstrated through their frequency in the modern language to have become
thoroughly integrated.
Most elusively, there is the question of what is often referred to today as
“transnational” influence. Although etymological dictionaries habitually say
that cultured borrowings originate in Latin (or Greek, though as already
observed, many Hellenisms passed into both Classical Latin and Medieval
Latin and were probably borrowed from there, especially prior to the Humanist
period when Greek was less well known by the educated), the extent of the
shared cultured vocabulary within the Romance languages and English, and
even further afield by other Germanic languages, seems to suggest that the
borrowing, or encouragement of borrowing, was due to contact among the
scholarly communities of their speakers. The actual mechanics of the process,
are, however, difficult to trace: for two examples (Eng. problem / Fr. problème
/ Sp. and It. problema; Eng., Fr. and Sp. social / It. sociale), see Pountain,
Wislocka Breit, Díaz-Bravo and García Ortiz (in press).
Lastly, there is a question which relates to the fundamental concept of the
Language Acts and Worldmaking project. Since many cultured borrowings
have become successfully embedded in their host languages, they appear to
label quite basic notions (the words for “easy” and “difficult”, Fr. facile / Sp.
fácil / It. facile and Fr. difficile / Sp.difícil / It. difficile are obvious examples),
while others, in labelling new concepts, such as apendicitis, effectively “make
worlds”. The question therefore arises as to how such concepts were
previously expressed, particularly the basic notions which we may assume
were always of importance, even if more technical words discriminate
genuinely new ideas, conditions and artefacts. This question has been most
extensively studied by Dworkin, who explores the theme further in this
volume.
In September 2019 an International Colloquium was held in London inviting
contributions on these themes, together with invited presentations from worldrenowned experts. This book collects together a selection of these papers and
assesses their significance for our understanding of the field and its future
development. All make an original contribution to knowledge in terms of both
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the new interpretation of data and the development of new methodological
approaches.
Although Language Acts and Worldmaking was originally designed with a
predominantly Hispanic emphasis, it quickly embraced interest in other
languages, as well as in wider concern with the issues its research was raising.
This expansion of focus is reflected in this collection of papers: while most are
connected with the particular research questions in which members of the
home research team were engaged, more general linguistic questions such as
the nature and impact of linguistic borrowing, historical sociolinguistics and
the history of the expression of basic concepts are also addressed, as is the
relevance of cultured borrowings to the teaching of Latin.
It is hoped that this volume will encourage interest in the field of cultured
borrowings and open up new directions for further research along these lines.
Synopsis
The majority of Chapters address the question of the processes by which
cultured borrowings became established in their host languages.
Gloria Clavería Nadal highlights the ongoing process of cultured
borrowing in Spanish from the 18th to the early 21st centuries. She examines
the many dictionaries published during this period, assessing the evidence they
offer for the introduction of Latinisms and for the impact they made upon the
language, especially with regard to the increase of complex consonantal
groups and the productivity of compound formations. The problems posed by
such borrowings for the spelling system of Spanish are also analysed.
Some particular agents of change are then considered.
Translation from Latin into Spanish has long been considered a vehicle for
the introduction of cultured borrowings, as translators strive to find Spanish
translation equivalents for Latin words in the Middle Ages and early
Renaissance and may simply adapt these words into their vernacular. Santiago
Del Rey Quesada studies the phenomenon of paratactic lexical groups in
which one term appears to explain the other, so that a new word is effectively
glossed by an old one, in translations from Latin into French, Italian, Spanish
and Portuguese. He reaches the important conclusion that the influence of
Latin as a direct result of translation is not as great as might be intuitively
suspected.
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The use of cultured borrowings from Latin and Greek is also apparent in
technical discourse, where such words are adopted to name essentially new
concepts or distinctions which cannot be so clearly discriminated in existing
vernacular words. Attention is called to the role of medical science as a vehicle
of borrowing by Isabel García Ortiz in a single-word case study of Spanish
síntoma: she shows that, in addition to the process of borrowing for technical
purposes, the more recent diffusion of the word has been brought about by a
process of metaphorisation.
The role of the press is examined in two Chapters. Susana Guerrero
Salazar looks at the exploitation of Latin words and expressions in the
headlines of the Spanish sporting press. She shows that while a small number
of these have found their way into approved usage, many are to be regarded as
quotations from Latin; their use has an intensifying effect and is associated
with humour or with the expression of approval or criticism. Carmen Varo
Varo examines the use of cultured elements in neologistic compounds used by
the Spanish press, demonstrating that this is a phenomenon which has recently
grown in productivity. She then reports on a psycholinguistic experiment in
which speakers were asked to evaluate certain words of this type from the
point of view of their newness and complexity.
María del Carmen Rodríguez Caballero reports on how as a teacher of Latin
she has been able to call attention to the pervasive presence of Latin words and
expressions in everyday use in modern Spanish, especially in the promotion of
the Roman origins of her city of Zamora. Finally, Bozena Wislocka Breit traces
the use of the cultured adjectives Eng. classical and modern / Sp. clásico and
moderno in a comparative study of their characterisations of languages in
English and Spanish. She suggests that they have come to denote a dichotomy
between the teaching and learning of Latin and Greek as against living foreign
languages, although in the course of time they have had a number of
competitors, the majority equally cultured borrowings.
Subsequent Chapters look at the different kinds of impact made by cultured
borrowings on modern host languages.
The theme of competition between borrowings and existing words is taken up
by Steven N. Dworkin, who looks at cases of competition between Latinisms
and inherited words in late medieval and early modern Spanish. While the
majority of cultured borrowings were, as suggested in earlier Chapters, part of
the process of the elaboration of the vernacular and tended to expand its
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vocabulary, there is a smaller number of cultured borrowings which intriguingly
substituted common inherited words which denoted basic concepts, or even
substituted previous borrowed forms. Inmaculada González Sopeña considers
in a similar way the presence of two borrowings from Arabic (almofía and
tarquín) which have currency in 16th and 17th-century Granada, although they
have in the long run not prospered. One of these, almofía, shows an interesting
competition with another word of Arabic origin, jofaina.
The next two Chapters are concerned with the possible wider structural
impact of cultured lexical borrowing. Christopher J. Pountain shows that the
extensive cultured borrowing of Latin verbs into the Spanish -ir conjugation
reinforces what had become a small and unproductive conjugation-type and
even added to its morphological complexity with a variation that is still
ongoing in the modern language. Alessandro Carlucci examines the role of
English in the increasing favouring in Italian of compound noun phrases in
which the modified element follows the modifier (e.g. scuolabus, parallel to
Eng. school bus). He points out that this order is present in many cultured
borrowings such as termometro ‘thermometer’, and establishes a typology of
such compounds.
Rocío Díaz Bravo and Gael Vaamonde analyse the presence of cultured
borrowings in the speech of characters in the sixteenth-century Spanish novel
La lozana andaluza, broadly demonstrating the association of such words with
educated characters. Their work shows the importance of such literary texts as
a source of evidence for historical sociolinguistics, but also the need for
philological care in its evaluation. The final Chapter, by Ingmar Söhrman, is
a very wide-ranging study of words belonging to the semantic field of ‘magic’
in European languages. It highlights the intriguing question of transnational
contact and influence in the process of borrowing.
Christopher J. Pountain and Bozena Wislocka Breit
December 2020
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hŏstis, 144
ĭdōnĕus, 41
immortālis, 44
impĕdĭo, 185
in extremis, 78, 88
in situ, 76, 88
incŭbus, 235
indivinare (conjectural), 241
ĭnīquus, 42
insĭpĭens, 40
instans, 9
ĭnultus, 29
invictus, 75, 78, 88
invīto, 135, 139, 147, 149
ioculārius, 242, 246
ipso facto, 112
iŭgum, 138
lectĭo, 9
lūnae dĭes, 204
magia, 238, 239, 244
magica (ars), 238, 239
Magister dixit, 85, 88
magnĭtūdo, 37
magus, 238, 240, 248
mastĭcare, 139
mastĭco, 135, 139, 147
mea culpa, 75, 88
mĕdĭcīna, 148
mĕdĭcīna, 148
Mens sana in corpore sano, 77
misericordia, 114
mŏdernus, 117, 122
mŏdus, 122
modus operandi, 76
motu proprio, 76
mŭndus, 138
noctuas Athenas afferre, 114
nŭmquam, 138
nūtrio, 148
ŏcŭlus, 116
opportūnus, 41
ōrāculum, 235
parĭo, 175
pater, 76

Index of words

permitto, 176
persona non grata, 79, 80
pĕto, 175, 185
-phăgus, 99
pīnus, 137
pŏtens, 42
pōtĭō, 145
praedĭco, 135
praedīco, 139, 148
praesidens, 179
praestigĭae, 241
praestus, 241
prīmārĭus, 145
prīmum, 145
primus inter pares, 75, 84, 88
prŏhĭbĕo, 183
promptus, 9
pugnum, 9
pūrĭtās, 144
pūrus, 137
quaero, 186
quartus, 145
quintus, 145
Quo vadis?, 83, 88
quŏtīdĭānus, 148
răpĭdus, 141, 142
rara avis, 74, 80, 88
rĕcĭto, 147
requiem, 76, 79, 82, 88
rŭgio, 148
rŭgītus, 151
scĕlĕrātus, 43
scrībo, 175
secundus, 145
sentĭo, 175
sextus, 146
signalis, 63
signifĭco, 9
signum, 63
sine die, 75, 88
sollemnis, 9
spargo, 175
status quo, 78, 79, 88
stĕrĭlis, 142
strega, 243
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strix, 243
succŭbus (succŭba), 235
sui generis, 76, 88
summus, 36
superavit, 115
symptoma, 58, 59, 60, 61
Tarquinius, 167
terrae mōtus, 191, 202
tertārĭus, 145
tertĭus, 145
testūdo, 44
thalamus, 43
totus tuus, 83, 88
ultĭmus, 141
unda, 43
ūnĭcus, 141
urgens, 42
ūtĭlis, 141
Vade retro, 87, 88
vĕnēnum, 137
Veni, vidi, vici, 77, 83, 86, 88
vernācŭlus, 125
versus, 148
vestīgĭum, 41
via crucis, 75, 88
vidēre, 252
vīnum, 137
vir, 247
vulgāris, 124
vulgus, 124

derradeiro, 36
excelência, 44
extremo, 36
feitiço, 242
ignorante, 40
magia, 239
fazer magia, 242
mágica, 239
meezinha, 148
ocorrente, 42
poridade, 144
puridade, 144
segredo, 144
sumo, 36
vidente, 241

Occitan words
brèicho, 239
esterle, 142
joglar, 242, 246
magio, 239
mascarie, 239
pozon, 145
prezicar, 148

Romansh words
brüscha, 239
divinader, 242, 251
divinadra, 242, 251
magia, 239
magìa, 239
magu
i magi dal urient, 250
majia, 239
puschun, 145
sabi
i sabis digl orient, 250
stria, 242

Portuguese words
abundância, 44
acelerante, 42
bruxa, 239

Romanian words
crai
cei trei crai de la răsărit, 250
fapt, 242
farmec, 250
fermecătoare, 250
fermecător, 250
ghicitoare, 242
ghicitor, 241
magie, 239
a face magie, 242
rege, 250
strigoi, 235, 243, 247
zmeu, 235
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striegn, 243
striun, 242, 243
Sardinian words
preigare, 148
preikare, 148
rattu, 142
Spanish words
abdomen, 17
aberración, 17
aborígen, 17
abscisa, 17
absorción, 17
abstener, 9
ácaro, 17
accéssit, 17
accidente, 60, 63, 64
aceptar, 9, 10
acerbísimo, 223
acético, 17
acetilsalicílico, 18
ácido, 1, 17, 18
acrílico, 18
acústico, 17
addendum, 115
adherir, 183
adorar, 147, 148
adquirir, 174, 176, 185
adscribir, 183
advenir, 183
advertir, 181
agricultura, 213
agrio, 102
agro-, 99
agronegocios, 100, 101, 102
aína, 135, 139, 142
álbum, 7
albuminoideo, 17
alea iacta est, 77, 88
alma, 36
alma mater, 77, 79, 88
almofía, 158, 163, 164, 165, 168
alter ego, 78, 88

Index of words

aludir, 188
amarillo, 143
anejo, 12, 14
anexación, 13
anexar, 13
anexidad, 13
anexión, 13
anexo, 12, 14
ánima, 36
animosísimo, 221, 222
annus horribilis, 77, 82, 84, 88
antiguamente, 222
antiguo, 117, 123, 124, 126, 129
aorar, 147, 148
aplaudir, 188
aprovechable, 141
árido, 142
arsénico, 18
asentir, 183
asumir, 183
atosigado, 15
augur, 241
auto-, 99
autodiagnóstico, 100, 101, 102,
103
automodelismo, 102
automóvil, 102
autorruta, 102
auxiliado, 15
auxiliar, 15
auxilio, 15
avenir, 183
ávido, 142
axis, 7
barbitúrico, 18
barro, 168
basuraleza, 94
batear, 147, 148
bautizar, 147, 148
benzoico, 17
bibliografía, 17
bicifobia, 95
bicóncavo, 17
bioeconomía, 95
bípede, 17

Index of words

bórico, 17
bronquio, 17
bruja, 239
bruscia, 239
cabero, 140
cámara, 214
campus, 7
candela, 214
cápsula, 7
carbónico, 17
carcaj, 12
carpe diem, 77, 82, 88, 114
catorzeno, 146, 147
cemento, 199
-cidio, 99
cieno, 166, 168
cimiento, 199
cinquanteno, 146
cinqueno, 146
circunscribir, 183
circunvenir, 183
clase, 120
clásico, 117–33
clasificar, 17
cohesión, 17
coincidir, 175
coitus interruptus, 85, 88
cojear, 12
coludir, 188
complejo, 12, 13, 15
complexión, 14, 16
complexionado, 16
complexo, 12, 13
compulsivo, 17
concluir, 175
concubina, 213
concurrir, 175
consumir, 183
contender, 43
contento, 220
contravenir, 183
convergencia, 17
convertir, 181
converto, 181
convidar, 147, 149
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convivir, 183
corona, 137
coso, 151
cosso, 151
cotidiano, 148
cristianísimo, 223
crono-, 99
cronófago, 100, 101, 102, 103
cruz, 138
cuadragésimo, 147
cuarentena, 146
cuarenteno, 146
cuarteno, 146
cuarto, 145
cum laude, 77, 88
cumplir, 175
currículo, 115
curriculum vitae, 115
curso, 148, 151
cúspide, 17
cutiano, 148, 150
cuyo, 221, 222
débil, 140, 141, 153
debilidad, 153
decámetro, 17
decena, 146
decidir, 188
décimo, 146
decimonono, 147
décimoquarto, 146
décimoquinto, 146
decimosexto, 147
decir, 175
déficit, 7
definir, 188
deflagración, 17
deludir, 188
denigración, 39
dentífrico, 17
derradero, 140
desavenir, 183
descolorado, 143
descolorido, 143
describir, 183
detergente, 17
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devenir, 183
dezeno, 146
dicesseno, 146
diez y ocheno, 146
diez y seseno, 146
diez y seteno, 146
difícil, 140
dificultad, 153
digitígrado, 17
digno, 7
diluir, 188
Dios, 138
dirigir, 183
discutir, 175, 188
disminuir, 188
distinto, 176
divertir, 181
dividir, 176, 188
docena, 146
doseno, 145, 146
dozeno, 146
duodécimo, 146
duro, 137
ecológico, 112
efectividad, 17
efecto, 7, 9, 10
egregio, 41
ejecución, 16
ejecutar, 16
ejecutor, 16
ejecutorial, 16
ejercer, 10, 16
ejercicio, 16
ejercitar, 16
ejército, 11, 16, 135, 139, 144
elección, 150
electo, 150, 176
elegir, 147, 150, 176, 178, 188
eludir, 188
embidar, 149
emer, 152
enarrar, 35
endeble, 140
enfengir/enfingir, 150
enfeñir, 147, 149

Index of words

envidar, 135, 139, 147, 149
epístola, 115
escosso, 142
escribir, 175, 177, 183
escudilla, 165
esleer, 147, 150, 178
esleír, 150, 178
esparcir, 175
espasmódico, 17
estadística, 17
estéril, 142
esterlas, 142
esterle, 142
evacuante, 17
evenir, 183
exacto, 176
exactus, 176
examen, 9, 10, 11, 16
examinador, 16
examinar, 16
excelente, 9
exención, 16
exento, 16
exequias, 11, 16
exercer, 9
exhibir, 183
exigir, 188
existir, 175
exótico, 11
éxtasis, 11
extranjero, 117, 126, 130, 131
fabricar, 147
fábula, 213
fácil, 140
facilidad, 153
falsamente, 221, 222
fango, 166
feble, 140
feñir, 149
festino, 142
filantropía, 17
filarmónico, 17
filosofía, 213
finalmente, 221, 222
fingir, 147, 150

Index of words

fís(s)ico, 149
fis(s)igo, 149
flaco, 140
flojo, 12
fórceps, 17
fortísimo, 221, 222
fosforescencia, 17
fotografía, 17
fraguar, 147
fumigación, 17
gafo, 143
gaho, 143
gastroagenda, 95
gemer, 147, 152
gemido, 152
gemir, 147, 152
gente, 148, 152
glúteo, 17
grave, 140
grieve, 140
grimorio, 234
grosso modo, 79, 88
hecho, 9
hemisferio, 43
heñir, 150
herir, 185
hexasílabo, 17
hueste, 16, 135, 139, 144
idioma, 117, 118, 129, 130, 131
iludir, 188
ilusionista, 241
impartir, 177, 183
impedir, 185, 188
impermeable, 17
impugnación, 39
in extremis, 78, 88
in memoriam, 75, 88
in situ, 76
incontinente, 223
iniciación, 19
iniciador, 19
iniciadora, 19
inicial, 18
inicialar, 19
inicialista, 19
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inicializar, 19
iniciar, 18
iniciático/ca, 19
iniciativo/a, 19
inicio, 19
inquirir, 185
insano, 43
inscribir, 183
instante, 9
internacional, 17
intervenir, 183
intuición, 180
intuir, 179
intuitivo, 180
inulto, 29
invadir, 188
invitar, 135, 139, 147, 149
ipso facto, 112
jabón, 11
jamuga, 11
jeringa, 11, 12
jofaina, 163, 165, 168
júnior, 7
lactación, 17
latente, 43
lección, 9, 10
lector, 214
lengua, 117, 118, 125, 126, 129,
130, 131
leproso, 143
lidiar, 115
ligero, 139, 142
límpido, 142
litigar, 115
liviano, 139
llano, 115
lodo, 166, 168
lujo, 16
lujoso, 16
lunático, 223
machorra, 142
magia, 239, 252
hacer magia, 242
magister dixit, 85, 88
mago, 240, 241
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los Reyes Magos, 250
malato, 143
mamotreto, 220
manifactura, 214
maña, 142
mañero, 142
mañoso, 142
mascar, 135, 139, 147, 149
masticar, 135, 139, 147, 149
mausoleo, 221
máxime, 220
me(t)ge, 149
mea culpa, 4, 75, 88
meandro, 4
meato, 4
mecánica, 4
mecánicamente, 4
mecanicismo, 4
mecanicista, 4
mediático, 4
mediatización, 4
medicalización, 4
medicalizar, 4
medicina, 4, 148, 149
médico, 4, 149, 220
medio, 4
melecina, 149
melezina, 148, 149
mérito, 213
mesiello, 143
misericordia, 114
moderno, 117–33
modo, 122
modus operandi, 76
motu proprio, 76
mudiar, 152
mugir, 152
mundo, 138
muriátrico, 17
narcoauto, 102
nauseabundo, 17
necrobiosis, 99
necroturismo, 99
nítido, 142
nítrico, 17

Index of words

nodrecer, 147
nodrir, 147
nono, 146
noveno, 146
nunca, 138
nutrir, 147
óbito, 17
obstetricia, 17
obtener, 7
ochavo, 146
ocheno, 146
ochenteno, 146
octavo, 146
ojo, 116
ontología, 17
onzeno, 146
ostensible, 17
palidez, 153
pálido, 143, 153
parir, 175
paroxismo, 16
partir, 177, 183
páter, 76
patria, 213, 221
pedir, 174, 175, 185
percutir, 188
permitir, 176
persona non grata, 79, 80
personalmente, 221, 222
pino, 137
plaga, 223
plano, 115
pobre, 10
ponzoña, 144, 145
poridad, 144
posición, 10
postrero, 140
postrimero, 140
potente, 41
predicar, 135, 139, 148, 149
preigar, 135, 139, 148
preludiar, 17
prescribir, 183
presentir, 183
presidente, 179

Index of words

presidir, 178
presto, 142
presumir, 183
prevenir, 183
primero, 145
primo, 145, 146
primus inter pares, 75, 84, 88
pro, 141
prohibir, 175, 183
prójimo, 12, 13, 14
pronto, 9, 142
proscribir, 183
provenir, 183
próximo, 12, 13, 14
proyectil, 17
pugilato, 17
puño, 9
puridad, 144
puro, 137
quartodécimo, 147
quatrodécimo, 146
querer, 176, 186
quincuagésimo, 147
quinto, 145
quinzeno, 146, 147
Quo vadis, 112
rabio, 141
rapidez, 153
rápido, 135, 139, 141, 142, 153
rara avis, 74, 80, 88
rastro, 41
raudo, 141
recitar, 147
reflejo, 15
regir, 177, 183
rehez, 139
relajación, 15
reloj, 12
remitente, 17
repercutir, 188
repetir, 176
requerir, 176, 185
réquiem, 76, 79, 82, 88
rescribir, 183
reseno, 146
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restringir, 175, 188
resumir, 183
retentivo, 17
revenir, 183
reverter, 187
revertir, 187
revivir, 183
rogir, 151
roxicado, 15
rudimento, 17
rugir, 148, 151
ruido, 151
ruir, 148, 151
sabio, 117, 126, 129, 132
salutífera, 213
secreta, 214
secreto, 144
seductivo, 17
senectud, 214
sénior, 7
sentir, 174, 177, 183
señal, 63
séptimo, 146
séptimo décimo, 147
sepultura, 221
seseno, 146
sesenteno, 146
seteno, 146
setenteno, 146
sexto, 146, 223
siesta, 146
siesto, 146
siglación, 94
significar, 9
signo, 64
similitud, 40
sincericidio, 100, 102, 103
sinceridad, 103
sine die, 75, 88
sintaxis, 11
síntoma, 53–67, 64
sobrevenir, 183
sobrevivir, 183
solemne, 9, 10
solemnemente, 10
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solemnizado, 10
solemnizar, 10
statu quo, 78, 79, 88
subvenir, 183
sui géneris, 76, 88
sulfúrico, 17
sumir, 177, 183
superávit, 115
suscribir, 183
symptoma, 62
tálamo, 43
tarquín, 158, 165–67, 168
tercero, 145
tercio, 145
típico, 17
tósigo, 15
tóssico, 145
tossigamiento, 145
tóssigo, 145
tossigoso, 145
toste, 142
tóxico, 15
toxicología, 15
toxicológico, 15
trans, 94
transcribir, 183
transferir, 175
trasero, 140
tredécimo, 146
treinteno, 146
treseno, 146
trezeno, 146
trigésimo, 147
túrbido, 142
ultimátum, 112, 115
último, 140, 141
undécimo, 146
único, 141
útil, 141, 153
vade retro, 87, 88
veintena, 146
veinteno, 146
veneno, 137, 144
venir, 177, 183
ventura, 214

Index of words

vernáculo, 117, 125, 126, 130
versatilidad, 17
verso, 148, 151
verter / vertir, 186
veterinario, 17
vía crucis, 75, 88
vidente, 241
videoendoscopia, 95
viesso, 148, 151
vigésimo, 147
vino, 137
vitriólico, 17
vivir, 177, 183
vivo, 130
vulgar, 117, 124, 125, 126, 132
xilografía, 12
yemdo, 152
yente, 148, 152
yugo, 138
yuyu, 94
zaguero, 140
zoología, 17

